The antimicrobial peptide microcin J25 stabilizes the gel phase of bacterial model membranes.
The bacterial membrane interaction of the antimicrobial peptide microcin J25 was studied with the probe-free techniques Langmuir monolayers and infrared spectroscopy. Membrane model systems composed by phosphatidylethanolamine:phosphatidylglycerol 7:3, which mimic the cytoplasmic membrane of Gram negative bacteria, were used in both monolayer and bilayer approaches. The peptide reduced the transition surface pressure of the expanded-to-condensed lipid monolayer states, as well as increased the gel-to-liquid crystalline transition temperature in bilayers, indicating a stabilization of membrane ordered state. In addition, a reduction of the surface pressure at which condensed domains appeared was observed upon mixed monolayers compression after microcin J25 adsorption. The results indicate a favorable interaction of microcin J25 with bacterial membrane model systems. Also, the effects on the ordered phases stabilization are discussed in terms of the biological effects observed in membranes of sensitive cells.